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ABSTRACT
I present a review of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, concentrating on the statistical anal-
ysis of theoretical uncertainties, and on systematic errors in observed abundances.
Both have important implications for constraints on the amount of baryonic dark
matter and the number of light neutrino species in nature. Without allowing for
systematic uncertainties in abundances, we nd that homogenous BBN would lead
to the constraint 

B
 :07 and N






Li, we nd 

B
 :163. For intermediate ranges we





as a function of the




In this review I describe recent work on Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) in-
volving an updated Monte Carlo Big Bang Code and new statistical tools which
allow a rened assessment of BBN constraints. We nd that with these tools the
constraints derivable on the baryon abundance today, and also the eective number
of neutrino species can be quite severe, ruling out for example the possibility of
sucient baryonic dark matter to make galactic halos, and also ruling out a great
deal of new physics involving new particles beyond the standard model. The way
out of this connundrum is to allow for systematic uncertainties in the inferred light
element abundances. One such possibility is that a recent D observation which in-
dicates substantially more primordial D than previous analyses suggested is correct.
In this case, the BBN upper limit on 

B
would be substantially reduced, allowing
essentially no baryonic dark matter, but the limit on N

would be relaxed. Another
perhaps more likely possibility is that the previously assumed upper limit on
4
He





upper limits would be relaxed.
Much of the discussion provided here is taken from
1;2;3
, where the reader can turn
to for further details.
2. Code Updates, Elemental Correlations, and Statistical Uncertainties

Invited lecture to appear in Proceedings of International Conference on Critique of the Sources of
Dark Matter in the Universe.
The remarkable agreement of the predicted primordial light element abundances
and those inferred from present observations yields some of the strongest evidence
in favor of a homogeneous FRW Big Bang cosmology. Because of this, signicant
eorts have taken place over 20 years to rene BBN predictions, and the related
observational constraints. Several factors have contributed to the maturing of this
eld, including the incorporation of elements beyond
4
He in comparison between
theory and observation
4
, and more recently: an updated BBN code
5
, a more ac-
curate measured neutron half life
6









, and nally the determination of BBN uncertain-
ties via Monte Carlo analysis
9
. All of these, when combined together
10
, yield a
consistent and strongly constrained picture of homogeneous BBN.
We recently returned to re-analyze BBN constraints initially motivated by three
factors: new measurements of several BBN reactions, the development of an im-
proved BBN code, and nally the realization that a correct statistical determina-
tion of BBN predictions should include correlations between the dierent elemental






. Of course, statistically determined uncertainties
are not the major factor limiting our ability to use BBN to constrain fundamental
parameters. As we shall see, systematic uncertainties in the inferred light element
abundances are generally much larger, and must be properly accounted for if we
are to conservatively compare predictions with observations. In this rst section I
outline the details of our eort to properly update and account for BBN statistical
uncertainties, and leave the discussion of systematics to a later chapter.
2.1. New BBN Reaction Rates:
By far the most accurately measured BBN input parameter is the neutron half-
life, which governs the strength of the weak interaction which interconverts neutrons
and protons. Since this eectively determines the abundance of free neutrons at the
onset of BBN, it is crucial in determining the remnant abundance of
4
He . With
the advent of neutron trapping, the uncertainty in the neutron half-life quickly
dropped to less than 0:5% by 1990. Nevertheless, it is the uncertainty in this pa-
rameter that governs the uncertainty in the predicted
4
He abundance. The world
average for the neutron half-life is now 
N
= 889  2:1sec
6
, which has an un-
certainty almost twice as small as that used in previous published BBN analyses
7;9;10
. We utilized the updated value in our analysis. Other updated rates include
one based a new measurement of
7
Be+ p !  +
8
B which is about
11
20% smaller














, where T is the microwave background tempera-
ture today, and h denes the Hubble parameter H = 100h km/(Mpc sec)) lowering
this rate would result in more remnant
7
Li. However reducing the rate by 20% in
our code alters remnant
7
Li by less than one part in 10
5
! Other than these two new
rates we used the reaction rates and uncertainties from
10
.
2.2. New BBN Monte Carlo:
Because of the new importance of small corrections to the
4
He abundance when
comparing BBN predictions and observations, increased attention has been paid
recently to eects which may alter this abundance at the 1% level or less. In the
BBN code several such eects were incorporated, resulting in an 
10
-independent




He mass fraction). This
is a change of +:0031 compared to the value used in previous published analyses
7;9
.
In the present code, more than half of the new correction is due to ner inte-
gration of the nuclear abundances. Making the time-step in the code short enough
that dierent Runge-Kutta drivers result in the same number for the
4
He abundance
produces a nearly 
10





uncertainties are small compared to the uncertainty in Y
p










that the eects on the weak rates due to nucleon recoil, weak magnetism, thermal
motion of the nucleon target and time dilation of the neutron lifetime combine to
increase Y
p
by  .0012. Also included in the correction is a small increase of :0002
in Y
p
from momentum dependent neutrino decoupling
16;17
.
Finally, we utilized a Monte Carlo procedure in order to incorporate existing
uncertainties and determine condence limits on parameters. Such a procedure was
rst carried out
9
with BBN reaction rates chosen from a (temperature-independent)
distribution based on then existing experimental uncertainties. This procedure
was further rened
10
by updating experimental uncertainties and using tempera-
ture dependent uncertainties. Here we utilized the nuclear reaction rate uncertain-
ties in
10








Li) except for the reactions we updated. Each reaction rate was deter-
mined using a Gaussian distributed random variable centered on unity, with a 1 
width based on that quoted in
10
. For the rates without temperature- dependent
uncertainties this number was used as a multiplier throughout the integration. For
the two rates with temperature-dependent uncertainties the original uniformly dis-
tributed random number was saved and mapped into a new gaussian distribution
with the appropriate width at each time step.
The results of the updated BBN Monte Carlo analysis are displayed in gure 1,
where the symmetric 95% condence level predictions for each elemental abundance
are plotted. Also shown are previously claimed observational upper limits for each
of the light elements
7;8;10
. In the rst instance we shall utilize these limits in order to
assess how BBN constraints have evolved based on our re-analysis, and after this we
shall consider the more realistic case where systematic uncertainties are also accounted
for. Figure 1 also allows one to assess the signicance of the corrections we used,
in relation to the width of the 95% C.L. band for Y
p
, which turns out to be  .002.
The total change in Y
p
of  +:003 from previous BBN analyses conspires with the
reduced uncertainty in the neutron lifetime, which narrows the uncertainty in Y
p
and feeds into the uncertainties in the other light elements, to reduce the range












Figure 1: BBN Monte Carlo predictions as a function of 
10
. Shown are sym-
metric 95% condence limits on each elemental abundance. Also shown are claimed
upper limits inferred from observation.
2.3. Statistical Correlations Between Predicted Abundances:
While the introduction of a Monte Carlo procedure was an important step, the






on comparison of symmetric 95% condence limits for single elemental abundances
with observations, as has become the standard procedure, overestimates the allowed
range. This is because the BBN reaction network ties together all reactions, so that
the predicted elemental abundances are not statistically independent. In addition,
the use of symmetric condence limits is too conservative. Addressing these factors
is a central feature of our work.





for 1000 BBN models generated from the distributions described above for 
10
= 2:71
(gure a) and 
10
= 3:08 (gure b). Also shown is the 
2
= 4 joint condence level
contour derived from this distribution, in a Gaussian approximation, calculating
variances and covariances in the standard manner. The horizontal and vertical tan-
gents to this contour correspond to the individual symmetric 2 limits on Gaus-
sianly distributed x and y variables. As can be seen, the distribution is close to
Gaussian, but has deviations. Nevertheless, this approximation is useful to quan-
tify the magnitude of correlations and variances. As is evident from the gure,
and as is also well known on the basis of analytical arguments, there is a strong
anti-correlation between Y
p
and the remnant D +
3
He abundance (the normalized
covariance ranges from -0.7 to -0.4 in the 
10
range of interest). Thus, those mod-
els where
4
He is lower than the mean, and which therefore may be allowed by an
upper bound of 24% on Y
p
, will also generally produce a larger remnant D+
3
He/H
abundance, which can be in conict with the bound on this combination of 10
 4 21
.



























































































He and allowed range
for (a) 
10
= 2:71, and (b) 
10
= 3:08. In (a) a Gaussian contour with 2 limits
on each individual variable is also shown.
Because our Monte Carlo generates the actual distribution of abundances, Gaus-





by requiring that at least 50 models out of 1000 lie within the joint range bounded
by both the
4
He and D +
3
He upper limits, as shown in gure 2. This is to be
compared with the procedure which one would follow without considering joint
probability distributions. In this case, one would simply check whether 50 models
lie either to the left of the D +
3
He constraint for low 
10
(gure a), or below the
4
He constraint for high 
10
(gure b). This is clearly a looser constraint than that
obtained using the joint distribution. Finally, the procedure which has been used
to-date, which is to check whether the symmetric 2 condence limit (i.e. when
25 models exceed either bound) for a single elemental abundance crosses into the
allowed region gives even a looser constraint, as can be seen in gure 2a.
In table 1 and gure 3 we display these results. Here we show the 95% con-
dence limits on 
10
, both as we have dened them above and also using the looser
procedures which ignore correlations. Accounting for the correlations in the non-
symmetric 95% condence limit tightens constraints by reducing the overall number
of acceptable models. This eect is most signicant when the peak probability (as a
function of 
10
in g 3) is such that the 95% condence line intersects the distribution
near the peak rather than the tail. As a result the constraints tighten dramatically
as the number of eective light neutrino species, N

is increased. Assuming the
upper limits on
4
He and D +
3
He quoted above, greater than 3:04 eective light
neutrino types are ruled out only once correlations are taken into account. Without
including correlations the upper limit would be 3:15 neutrino species.







range 3.0 3.025 3.04 3.05
w/ corr. 2.69 $ 3.12 2.75 $ 2.98 2.83 $ 2.89 6 0
w/out corr. 2.65 $ 3.14 2.65 $ 3.04 2.69 $ 2.99 2.69 $ 2.95






















Figure 3: Number of models (out of 1000 total models) which satisfy constraints
Y
p




as a function of 
10
, for 3:0; 3:025; 3:04; 3:05
eective light neutrino species. Curves are smoothed splines t to the data.









yields a limit 
10
 5:27 . This is weaker than the
4
He limit, and
there remains debate about the actual observational upper limit on primordial
7
Li.
2.4. Implications and Caveats:




, taken at face value, assuming a Y
p
upper
bound of 24% and an D+
3
He/H upper limit of 10
 4
, would have signicant implica-
tions for cosmology, dark matter and particle physics. The limit on 
10
corresponds
to the limit 0:015  

B
 0:070. (Assuming 0:4  h  0:8, as is required by direct
measurements and limits on the age of the universe.) Thus, if the previously quoted




He/H are used directly, homogeneous
BBN would imply:
(a) The upper limit on 

B
would be marginally incompatible with even the value
of  0.1 inferred from rotation curves of individual galaxies, further suggesting the
need for non-baryonic dark matter in these systems.
(b) The bound on the number of eective light degrees of freedom during nucle-
osynthesis is very severe, corresponding to less than 0.04 extra light neutrinos. This
is perhaps the most worrisome bound of all because it rules out any Dirac mass
for a neutrino without some signicant extension of the standard model. This is
because even a light \sterile" right handed component whose interactions freeze out
about 300 GeV will still contribute in excess of 0:047 extra neutrinos during BBN
18
without extra particles whose annihilations can further suppress its abundance
compared to its original thermal abundance. It can have further implications for a
variety of kinds of hot or cold dark matter. For example, new light scalars would
be ruled out unless they decouple above the electroweak scale, as would be any sig-
nicant population of supersymmetric particles during BBN. Even allowing 0:047




mass greater than 0.5 MeV with lifetime exceeding 1 sec. would also be
ruled out due to its eect on the expansion rate during BBN
19;20
. Also, neutrino
interactions induced by extended technicolor at scales less than O(100) TeV are
ruled out
24
, and sterile right handed neutrinos
25
would be ruled out as warm dark
matter as the lower limit on their mass would now be O(1keV ).
(c) The primordial
4
He mass fraction would have to be greater than 23.8 % for
consistency with D+
3
He constraints. This is very close to the upper limit of 24 %
used in previous analyses.
These constraints are so stringent that they cry out for a consideration of uncer-
tainties in the light element abundance estimates. Indeed, as we shall next discuss,
in spite of the considerable eort devised above to accomodate statistical uncer-
tainties in the predictions, by far the largest and most signicant uncertainties in
the comparison of BBN predictions and observations come from the latter. More-
over, these uncertainties are systematic and not statistical. Accomodating them in
a BBN analysis will be the subject of the rest of this review.
3. New D Observations?
As we have just indicated, the weakest link in a BBN analysis involves the as-
sumed light element abundances. Estimates of
4
He , for example
27;28;29
are mostly
indirect, and subject to large systematic uncertainties, which may also be important
for the other abundance estimates. As a result, our rened BBN analysis described
above suggests the need for revision of the light element abundance estimates in-
ferred from observation at least as much as it argues for or against new nonstandard
physics.
One of the most worrisome aspects of the present constraints is the fact that
D+
3
He provides a lower limit on Y
p
which is uncomfortably close to the previously
claimed upper limit. There are obviously two ways out of this dilemma: either the
D+
3
He limit is increased, which would allow smaller values of Y
p
to be consistent,
or the observational upper limit on Y
p
is increased. Both possibilities have recently
been discussed. In this section we treat the former, and in the nal section we
discuss the latter.
As far as the possibility of raising the D+
3
He abundance estimate is concerned,
a new claimed observation
30





is particularly exciting. It has long been argued that
any present measurement of D provides a lower limit on its primordial abundance
because D is so fragile that it is easily destroyed in stars. Also, because the predicted
BBN abundance falls monotonically with increasing baryon density, a lower limit on
deuterium thus places a reliable upper limit on the baryon density of the universe.
Previously quoted abundance estimates of 10
 5
led to a rm upper bound on 
10
< 8
which clearly established that baryons could not close the universe. The Songaila
et al. observation, an order of magnitude larger, is also a factor of two greater than
the previous upper limit on the combination D+
3
He. As a result, this would allow
smaller values of 
10
, which would in turn allow a smaller value of Y
p
, although the
upper limit on 

B
one might derive would be much more severe. In addition, as
we shall show, this result, if upheld, would change the way we combine elemental
abundance limits to get constraints on cosmology and particle physics.
The system explored by Songaila et al. in principle provides a direct probe of
unprocessed D. Nevertheless, their measurement is not yet denitive, and could
be subject to systematic errors
30
. For example, an intervening gas cloud moving
relative to the rst cloud at a small radial velocity could produce H absorption lines
which are shifted, and could mimic D absorption lines. Moreover, while one might
expect the D abundance in the primordial clouds would exceed that in the galaxy,




Caveats notwithstanding, because of its potential importance for altering BBN
constraints it is worthwhile to examine just how these constraints would change
based on the present measurement. While the authors of
30
pointed out that at
worst their observation provides a conservative upper bound on D, we have argued
that it is appropriate, from the point of view of BBN to use the lower limit of
1:910
 4
on the D fraction as a lower limit on the primordial deuterium abundance.
If their result is correct, the primordial D abundance must exceed this value, since
it can only be destroyed by processes since BBN. If their result is in error, then it
is not clear that the old upper limit on D +
3
He should be abandoned just because
it is less conservative.




Li for the range
1 < 
10
< 2, along with the new D observational lower limit, and the previously




Li, assuming 3 light neutrino species. For each
value of 
10
all 1000 model predictions are shown, along with the median predictions,
the one-side 2 upper (lower) limit (dashed line) for D (
7
Li), and the symmetric
2 range for each element (triangle). The one-side limits occur when less than
50/1000 models fell below(above) the limits, while the symmetric limits encompass
the central 950/1000 predictions. The D and
7
Li limits shown would imply the
allowed range 1:13 < 
10




one were to put an upper limit on primordial D of 2.5 10
 4
, derived from the new
D observation alone, the lower limit on 

B
would increase by 15 % from the more
conservative limit quoted above using
7
Li.)




Li for the range 1 < 
10
< 2, along
with the possible new D observational lower limit.
By considering
4
He vs D abundances for the upper limit 
10
= 1:87, assuming
three species of light neutrinos we would nd that for the region above the Songaila
D lower limit, the maximal value of
4
He is near 23.5%. This is a complete reversal
of the \standard" BBN limits, which put a lower bound on
4
He . What is perhaps
more interesting is that this new upper bound would be far more consistent with
the best t estimates of 23  1%(2) which are often applied to
4
He .
The role played by varying the \number" of neutrinos would be quite dierent
than it was when one combined an upper limit on D+
3
He with an upper limit on
4
He, aside from a relaxed upper bound on N

due to the lower predicted
4
He fraction
in this range of 
10
. Before, raising the number of neutrinos tightened BBN con-
straints, but now it would actually relax them. In order to give the most conservative
limits on 
10
one must then allow the eective number of neutrinos to vary from 3,
to account for possible new particles contributing to the radiation gas during BBN
at the fraction of a neutrino level.
The point is that in the range of 
10
of interest if the new D result is conrmed,
increasing N






of 1 produces an increase of 5% in Y
p
, 15% in D/H and 23% in
7
Li. This implies that an increase in the eective number of relativistic species will
increase the upper limit on 

B
because the predicted D abundance will increase.







Li) will eclipse that
from D. By varying the number of neutrinos, we nd the maximum allowed value
of 
10
is 1.91, obtained for 3.4 eective neutrino species.
Increasing the number of neutrino species beyond 3.9 would result in violation
of the observational limits for any range of 
10





Li limits would then further weaken the bound, allowing 4.0 neutrinos.
This new D measurement could be quite exciting for cosmology. If conrmed,
it would change the way we use primordial element abundances to get cosmological
and particle physics constraints, as we have shown in the new condence ranges we
have derived. In some sense, the new cosmological constraints would be satisfying.
The allowed range of 

B
would overlap with the amount of visible matter in the
Universe. What you see may be what you get, a result which has some attraction.
In addition, the
4
He fraction can be much closer to what some people have been
claiming, and the constraint on plausible extra particles in the radiation gas during
BBN is relaxed.
Preliminary reports of other similar measurements along dierent lines of sight
suggest the Songaila et al value may be too high, in which case the scenario discussed
in this section, however attractive, would have to be abandoned. The next place to





Here the systematic uncertainties are probably largest. Below I report on our recent
analysis of this situation.





Recently, several groups have assessed more carefully the systematic uncertain-





quoted various new upper limits on cosmological parameters based on their assess-
ments. It is very clear, based in part on the diering estimates, that it is quite
dicult at the present time to get an accurate handle on these uncertainties.
Because of this, and because we could utilize the full statistical machinery we
previously developed when comparing predictions to \observations", we felt it would






tively complete range of dierent assumptions about light element abundances. In
so doing, this allowed us to explore the role of dierent estimates in the constraints,
as well as the eect of correlations as the light element abundance estimates vary.
In addition, it allows us to address several points which we feel are important to
consider when deriving cosmological constraints using BBN predictions. Finally,
this analysis leads to new simple relations between the light element abundances
and limits on cosmological parameters such as the number of neutrinos , N

, and
the baryon to photon ratio 
10
.
4.1. BBN Predictions and Observations: Systematics, Correlations and Consistency
If systematic uncertainties in the inferred primordial element abundances are
dominant, one might wonder whether one need concern oneself with the proper han-
dling of statistics in the predicted range. There is, after all, no well dened way to
treat systematic uncertainties statistically. For example, should one treat a param-
eter range governed by systematic uncertainties as if it were gaussianly distributed,
or uniformly distributed? The latter is no doubt a better approximation{i.e. a large
deviation within some range may be as equally likely as a small deviation. But how
should one handle the distribution for extreme values? Clearly it cannot remain
uniform forever.
Thankfully, there are two factors which make the comparison of predictions and
observations less ambiguous in the case of BBN:
(1) Because the allowed range in the observationally inferred abundances is much
larger than the uncertainty in the predicted abundances, any constraint one deduces
by comparing the two depends merely on the upper or lower observational limit
for each individual element, and not only both at the same time. Thus, one is not
so much interested in the entire distribution of allowed abundances as one is in one
extremum of this distribution.
(2) Systematic uncertainties dominate for the observations, while statistical un-
certainties dominate for the predictions.
Both of these factors suggest that a conservative but still well dened approach






Li, and a lower limit on D,
which incorporate the widest range of reasonably accepted systematic uncertainties.
Determining what is reasonable in this sense is of course where most of the \art"
lies. Nevertheless, once such limits are set and treated as strict bounds, then one
can compare correlated predictions with these limits in a well dened way. In this
way one replaces the ambiguity of properly treating the distribution of observational
estimates with what in the worst case may be a somewhat arbitrary determination
of the extreme allowed observational values.
Clearly all the power, or lack thereof, in this procedure lies in the judicious
choice of observational upper or lower limits. Because of our concern about the
ability at present to prescribe such limits I consider a variety of possibilities here.
Nevertheless, once one does choose such a set, it is inconsistent not to use all of it
throughout in deriving constraints. If one uses one observational upper limit for Y
p
,
for example, to derive constraints on the number of neutrinos, but does not use it
when deriving bounds on the baryon density, then probably one has not chosen a
suciently conservative bound on Y
p
in the former analysis. It has been argued that




invalidates its use in deriving bounds
on the latter quantity. Not only can this argument be somewhat misrepresentative
for an interesting range of Y
p
values, but until Y
p
exceeds statistically derived upper
limits by a large amount, it can continue to play a signifcant role in bounding 
10
from above.





He abundances with metallicity for various heavy el-
ements including O,N and C, in low-metallicity HII regions one can attempt to
derive a \primordial" abundance dened as the intercept for zero metallicity. This
can be determined by a best t technique, assuming some linear or quadratic cor-
relation between elemental abundances
37;35;36;7;33
. The statistical errors associated
with such ts are now small. Best t values obtained typically range between .228-
.232, with statistical \1" errors on the order of .003. This argument yields the
upper limit of .24
7
which has been oft quoted in the literature. The key systematic
uncertainty which interferes with this procedure is the uncertainty in the
4
He abun-
dance determined for each individual system, based on uncertainties in modelling
HII regions, ionization, etc used to translate observed line strengths into mass frac-
tions. Many observational factors come into play here, and people have argued that
one should add an extra systematic uncertainty of anywhere from .005-.015 to the
above estimate. Clearly thus, one should examine implications of
4
He abundances





portant for bounding 
10
, and (b) the eect on bounds on N

can be obtained by
straightforward extrapolation from the data obtained for the range .24-.25.
(b)
7
Li: It is by now generally accepted that the primordial abundance of
7
Li
is closer to the Spite Pop II plateau than the Pop I plateau. Nevertheless, even if
one attempts to t the primordial abundance by tting evolutionary models to the
Pop II data points
8
, assuming no depletion, one still nds a 2 upper limit as large
as 2:3 10
 10
. The role of rotationally induced depletion is still controversial. It is
clear some such depletion is expected, and can be allowed for
38
, but observations of
6
Li, which is more easily depleted, put limits on the amount of
7
Li depletion which
can be allowed. We assumed an extreme factor of 2 depletion as allowable, and thus
we explore how cosmological bounds are aected by a
7




(c) D and D+
3
He: We took the solar system D abundance of 2 10
 5
as a safe
rm lower bound on D, and the previously quoted upper limit of 10
 4
as a rm




. The results which occur if the D limits are revised to
account for the recent Songaila et al (1994) result were described earlier.
4.3. Results and Analysis
Tables 2-4 give our key results. Again, the data were obtained using 1000 Monte
Carlo BBN runs at each value of 
10
. In each case the number of runs which resulted
in abundances which satised the joint constraints obtained by using combinations






He or the lower limit on D was determined.
Limits on parameters were determined by varying these until less than 50 runs out
of 1000 (up to
p
N statistical uctuations) satised all of the constraints.
Table 2:
4





















.240 3.04 40(434:261) 54(267:431) 44(166:595)
.241 3.11 51(523:210) 58(361:325) 47(237:482)
.242 3.18 63(581:190) 62(390:324) 55(247:476)
.243 3.26 42(540:162) 37(361:280) 52(246:419)




.245 3.40 46(569:180) 59(450:306) 56(279:469)















































.240 3.12 57 (57:1000) 3.12 57 (57:1000)
.241 3.42 60 (61:994) 3.42 61 (61:1000)
.242 3.75 47 (47:951) 3.75 47 (47:1000)
.243 4.13 47 (54:738) 4.13 54 (54:1000)
.244 4.50 47 (80:413) 4.54 45 (45:999)
.245 4.84 56 (195:173) 5.04 47 (47:989)
.246 5.17 53 (457:82) 5.60 51 (54:886)






































.248 6.75 56 (100:60:274) (115:746:311)
.249 7.15 51 (172:74:84) (396:310:141)
.250 7.25 43 (195:126:43) (952:199:129)
Table 2 displays the upper limit on N

for various values of Y
p
. As is shown,




He upper limits. Shown in
the table are the number of acceptable runs out of 1000 when the two elemental
bounds are considered separately and together, for an 
10
range which was found








He limits play a roughly equal role in determining
the maximum value of N

. We are able to nd a remarkably good analytical t for
the maximum value of N











The linearity of this relation is striking over the whole region from .24 to .25 in
spite of the interplay between the two dierent limits in determining the constraint.




in that the slope we nd is about 15% less steep than that quoted there.
The two formulae are not strictly equivalent in that the one presented in Walker et
al presented the best t value of Y
p
determined in terms of N

, while the present
formula gives a relation between the maximum allowed values of these parameters,




He, and on the width of the predicted
distribution. In this sense, eq. (1) is the appropriate relation to utilize when relating
bounds on Y
p
to bounds on N

.
Tables 3 and 4, which display the upper bounds on 
10
, are perhaps even more






to the various other elemental upper limits as Y
p
is varied. Several features of the
data are striking. First, note that
4
He completely dominates in the determination




=.245, even for the most stringent chosen upper
limit on
7
Li. If this limit on
7
Li is relaxed, then
4
He dominates as long as the
upper limit on Y
p
.248! Also note that the \turn on" in signicance of the
7
Li
contribution to the constraint is somewhat more gradual than the \turn o" of the
4
He constraint. The former turns on over a range of 
10
of about 2, while the latter
turns o over a range of about 1-1.5. This gives one some idea of the size of the
error introduced in determining upper bounds by using either element alone, rather
than the combination. Next, for a Y
p
upper limit which exceeds .248, the lower
bound on D begins to become important. It quickly turns on in signicance so that
by the time the upper limit on Y
p
is increased to .25,
4
He essentially no longer plays
a role in bounding 
10
. Finally, note that both the relaxed bound on
7
Li and the D
bound converge in signicance at about the same time, so that for 
10
> 7:25, both
constraints are signicantly violated. This implies a \safe" upper limit on 
10
at
this level, which corresponds to an upper bound 

baryon
 :163, assuming a Hubble
constant in excess of 40 km/sec/Mpc. We again stress that a value this large is only
allowed if Y
p
exceeds .250. If, for example, Y
p
 :245, then the upper bound on 

B
is essentially completely determined by
4
He and is then at most 0.11. These limits
may be compared to recent estimates of 

baryon
based on X-ray determinations of
the baryon fraction in clusters
41
.




: It has been stressed
that because of the logarithmic dependence of the former on the latter, Y
p
cannot
be eectively used to give a reliable upper bound on 
10
. While the logarithmic
dependence is correct, any logarithmic relation becomes linear over a suciently
small range, and the question of importance then becomes, how small is \suciently
small" in this case. Using both the unrelaxed and relaxed upper limit on
7
Li, the








=.245. Even out to Y
p
as large as .248, where the D and relaxed
7
Li bounds
begin to take over, a quadratic t remains good to better than 5%. The best linear
t (up to Y

p








Seen in these terms, the 
10
upper limit is approximately 4 times more sensitive
to the precise upper limit chosen for Y
p
than is the N

upper limit. Thus, while
there is no doubt that varying the upper limit on Y
p
has a more dramatic eect
on the upper bound one might derive for 
10
than it does for constraining N

,the
quantitative nature of the relative sensitivities is perhaps better displayed, for the
relevant range of Y
p
, by the two relations derived here than it is by merely saying
that one dependence is exponential and the other is linear. More important, even




, unless one is willing to accept the
possibility of a rigid upper bound on Y
p
greater than .247, it is overly conservative
to ignore
4




BBN has the potential of providing among the strongest existing constraints
on various types of dark matter. It already provides the most compelling evidence
against the existence of a closure density of baryonic dark matter. Whether it
is compatible with even a galactic halo density of baryons depends crucially on
our ability to infer primordial light element abundances with less uncertainty than





reduced, BBN could essentially x the baryonic abundance in the universe, and
constrain a great deal of other \dark matter" physics beyond the standard model.
Nevertheless, the fact that systematic uncertainties dominate at present does not
block our ability to make statistically meaningful statements. Also, as time pro-
ceeds and more independent observations are made we will undoubtedly get a better
handle on the uncertainties which presently limit the ecacy of BBN constraints.
Until then, the tables and relations presented here should allow individuals to trans-
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